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INTRODUCTION
BHBC STARTER KIT FOR SMALL GROUPS

Thank you for your interest in starting a BHBC small group! We are excited 
about your NEXT step and grateful to share this booklet with you! We are 
passionate about small groups because community is where transformation 
takes place. When the truth of the scripture intersects with your everyday life, 
real change is about to happen!

This booklet was born out of a simple question, “How do I start a small group?” 
We designed this booklet specifically for you! This simple four-week outline 
has all the basics you need to start a small group. We have highlighted the 
topics and questions we believe build the foundation of safe community. 
Through God’s Word, Spirit and His people, small groups change 
people’s lives. 
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Welcome! We will take the next four weeks to build a strong foundation for our 
small group. Our group content or topics will start after these introductory four 
weeks. These four weeks are very important, as we will form our group 
covenant. So today we want to accomplish a couple key things. We want to 
begin to get to know one another and talk about what our group will 
look like. 

Let’s have everyone share some basic information: name, family, work, how 
long at BHBC, something about yourself (hobby, funny story, favorite book/
movie, etc.).

We want this group to be an enjoyable and safe place for everyone. This isn’t 
the leader’s group. We want to make this “our” group. Let’s start by having 
everyone finish this statement: “This will be a good group if...”
(Please take notes for everyone’s thoughts.)
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WEEK 1

GETTING TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER (20-30 mins)

INITIAL THOUGHTS ON OUR GROUP (30-45 mins)



Covenants are simply a common set of expectations that are shared by every 
member. In this way covenants are the foundation of intentional, trusting 
relationships. Redemptive relationships require truth. Building this trust takes 
time but it also takes intentionality. We want to strike a balance between 
content and getting to know one another. How do we build these kinds of 
relationships? Developing our covenant is the first step in answering this 
question. Taking the time as a small group to talk through these expectations is  
time well spent. “What has your experience been with covenants?”

We want to avoid making this covenant a “legal” contract that feels too heavy 
but we also don’t want to dismiss its value. In order to make this group 
enjoyable and safe, we need to hear what is important to everyone. Over the 
next few weeks we’ll talk about elements of our covenant. A great place to start 
is confidentiality and attendance which some have said are vital building 
blocks for trust. Can you see why they would say this?

CONFIDENTIALITY - We will keep all that is said in the 
group confidential. 

ATTENDANCE - We agree to make this group a priority by making every effort 
to be here and on time. We will call if we are unable to attend.

In the next three weeks, we’ll continue to build on this covenant. Let’s end this 
first week with a time of prayer, asking God to guide the start of the group.
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COVENANT (15mins)

BUILDING OUR COVENANT



This is your very own Awards Show! You get to give awards to all the great 
people and great things in your life! Think of the “bests” in your life and write 
them down. Choose two or three; tell the group why these things are special to 
you.

*Best job   *Best teacher  *Best vacation
*Best toy  *Best class   *Best birthday 
*Best pet  *Best boss  *Best book/movie
*Best car  *Best friend  *Best neighbor

Last week we talked about this phrase: “This would be a good group if...” Let’s 
review what we wrote down.

Over the years BHBC has come to define a healthy small group as including: 
Scripture, Honesty, Prayer, Mission (Serving) and Training (apprentice 
leadership). Groups naturally focus on one or two of these while ignoring the 
others. A lack of balance soon emerges. For example: a group that primarily 
does Bible study or spends much time on “mission” may have members that 
are going through severe personal challenges. Without the pillar of honesty 
(life sharing), people can be alone in those challenges. You can do a lot of 
things together, but until you’re known, you’re still alone. Therefore, we 
encourage the group to balance these five building blocks of small groups. 
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Week 2

GETTING TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER (20-30 mins)

REVIEW (5 mins)

BUILDING BLOCKS OF SMALL GROUP (90 mins)



SCRIPTURE  - Read Heb 4:12 Scripture intersects with our lives. It’s not just 
something we read for knowledge. God wants to do surgery on our hearts. It’s 
supposed to make a difference. If you think about your life, it is the Truth of 
God that rescues you from the lies we believe. For our small group, we have 
the privilege to bring the Word of God to what we know about one another’s 
lives. 

HONESTY/LIFE SHARING - Knowing the Truth about what God things about us 
empowers us to risk being known with others. We all wrestle with feelings of 
insecurity and insignificance. This is because we look to “created” things to 
answer these personal questions rather than looking to our Creator. As we 
return to what God says about us and to us and really “believe” it, we become 
more willing to be honest about what’s really going on inside.

PRAYER - Further, knowing the “truth” about one another helps us know how to 
pray. Without this personal, prayer in our small group will have a weak role or 
be about non-personal things. God powerfully moves and draws us to himself 
when we are transparent with one another and then subsequently with God. 
We would do well to start “inside” (our hearts, our group) then 
“outside” (toward external circumstances and other people).

MISSION/SERVICE - Serving should start with those closest to us. On the 
airlines we are instructed in the case of loss of pressure to put our own masks 
on then help the one next to us. As we know one another, we’ll know more 
about what our real needs are. The more we experience community in this way 
the more equipped we’ll be to serve others. For example: each small group 
has the privilege of serving an assigned BHBC missionary. 

APPRENTICE LEADERSHIP - The other building blocks are vital to our 
leadership and to encourage the leadership in others. We should be 
developing our leadership. This could be small group leadership, worship 
leader, in the home, at work, etc. There are many venues to help us grow in 
leadership. For example: the Foundations of Small Group Leadership class, 
Men’s Ministry, Ladies Bible Study, etc. Belonging to a community requires 
everyone to do their part. This is like BHBC’s mission of Always Making 
Disciples. This group can help us take those next steps. 
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1. Which of these basics do you think would surprise most people?
2. Which one are you most drawn to? Why?
3. Which one of these have you tasted the least? Most?
4. How can we as a group worth together to keep these five building 

blocks in balance?
5. How do you think our group would be weakened through losing one 

of these basics?

CONFIDENTIALITY - We will keep all that is said in the group confidential.

ATTENDANCE - We agree to make this group a priority by making every effort 
to be here and on time. We will call if we are unable to attend. 

HONESTY - We will be personally honest and open with each other to the 
degree we are able.

PRAYER - We will pray consistently for group members and for people who 
need Christ. 

Next week, we’ll talk about the Life Stages of Relationships. Let’s end with a 
time of prayer asking God to guide the start of the group.
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DISCUSSION

BUILDING OUR COVENANT



This week let’s start by taking a look at some interesting scenes from our past. 
Take a few minutes to write down or draw the following snapshots of your life 
and share a couple of the most interesting ones. 

•     A time I was really happy or sad
•     A time I toughed it out and accomplished my goal
•     A time I took a big chance but it paid off
•     A time I was really embarrassed
•     A time I really chickened out

This week we’ll discuss the Life Stages of Relationships (and small groups). 
These are: Enchantment, Pain, Growth and Joy. The quality of our relationships 
is revealed in how we handle conflict. Understanding normal transitions we 
experience in relationships can help us successfully navigate 
natural challenges.

ENCHANTMENT - Enchantment can be expressed by the statement, “All I can 
see is what’s good about you.”

We all naturally approach relationships looking for people to come through for 
us. We love our illusions; we love to believe people fill our soul longings. We 
put people on pedestals especially when being together feels good. This is the  
enchantment phase. We all have internal questions we’re asking about our own 
adequacy. These questions like, “do I have what it takes?” or “do you think I’m 
worth fighting for?” are usually lurking below the surface in our self-talk.
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Week 3

GETTING TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER (20-30 mins)

LIFE STAGES OF RELATIONSHIPS (90 mins)



When we find people who answer these positively, we’re drawn to them and 
enchanted by their ability to make us feel good about ourselves. However, 
Palms 62:1-2 tells us that everything I need comes from God. 

It is normal to enjoy getting to know one another at the beginning of a small 
group. While we should embrace this phase and enjoy it, we need to risk being 
known in order to progress in relationships.

For your Group: Enjoy the phase of getting to know one another while being 
committed to navigate any relational challenges. What would most people say 
in the benefit of the enchantment phase?

PAIN - The pain stage an be expressed by the statement “All I can see is what’s 
bad about you.”

At the heart of relational pain is our longing for acceptance and fulfillment that 
can only be met in God. Without thinking about it, we “pull” for other people to 
meet these longings. We do this by developing inadequate strategies for 
answering these soul questions. For example: we can be super nice or always 
busy in order to get acceptance or we can create self-protecting barriers. 
Therefore, we end up thinking that pain is our biggest problem. But pain (and 
unpleasant emotions) only indicates the deeper problem. Our focus needs to 
shift from “what’s bad about you” to “how I’ve turned from God’s offer of 
life” (Jer 2:13).

A small group (or individuals) in the pain stage might experience loss of initial 
enthusiasm, expressing disappointment by coming late, dropping out and 
giving flimsy excuses for not coming. The difference between loss of 
relationship and growth is refusing to risk being real with other people.

For your Group: This stage can cause withdrawal out of fear or conflict due to 
hurt feelings. How can we as a group be prepared to be honest about what 
we’re really thinking and feeling while respecting one another?

GROWTH - The growth stage can be expressed by the statement “I’m 
beginning to see what’s broken in me.”

A relationship or small group moving into the growth stage will sense a clear 
commitment to one another and begin to feel safe and accepted. The group 
will experience a greater freedom to openly affirm and encourage one 
another. It will want to accomplish significant with each person feeling 
ownership. So how do we get there?
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The starting point is beginning to see what’s broken in me. We need to 
recognize our inadequate strategies and how we impact others. I can face this 
only when I rely on God for what I need. When I know I can trust God, I am 
more willing to value a relationship enough to express what I “desire” without 
demanding people to come through.

How I evaluate events is crucial in this process. I can view disappointments in 
the “need” category or in the category of “desires”. Forgiveness and 
repentance starts with an evaluation of offense - is this a need or desire? Can I 
rely on God for what I need? Can I value the relationship enough to express 
what I “desire” without demandingness?

For your Group: How well do you understand the concepts of brokenness and 
need/desire?

JOY - The joy stage can be expressed by the statement, “I’m learning to love 
those who deeply disappoint me.”

While we never really “arrive” at the joy stage, we an experience and enjoy 
healthy relationships. When we maintain healthy boundaries, we’re able to 
separate what we need from people versus what we need from God. Joy as we 
know it doesn’t mean that absence of pain or disappointment. In the book of 
Job, Job’s focus was on God’s provision and sufficiency, therefore he was able 
to experience joy in the most difficult circumstances.

Especially in small groups, there is a normal duration. If the group is in the joy 
stage, we may enjoy a time of celebration as we evaluate and reflect on what 
the group has meant to us. We may also share regret on what wasn’t 
accomplished and a sadness for the loss of coming together. Importantly, we’ll 
share what our next steps will be as we come to deeply value one another. Our 
love for one another in this stage is characterized more in freedom than 
attachment. 

Four your Group: What is more attractive to you about this stage?
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CONFIDENTIALITY - We will keep all that is said in the group confidential.

ATTENDANCE - We agree to make this group a priority by making every effort 
to be here and on time. We will call if we are unable to attend.

HONESTY - We will be personally honest and open with each other to the 
degree we are able to. 

PRAYER - We will pray consistently for group members and for people who 
need Christ.

RISK - We will take risks to speak the truth in love to one another. 

ACCEPTANCE - We will accept and love one another where we are rather than 
pressuring one another to be different.

RESPECT - We will treat each other with the respect and dignity as an image-
bearer of God deserves. 

CONFLICT - We will commit to talk directly to one another regarding our 
disappointments rather than withdrawing, shutting down, avoiding or 
holding grudges. 

Next week, we’ll talk about the topic of “Ending Well”. Let’s end this with a time 
of prayer asking God to guide the start of the group.
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BUILDING  OUR COVENANT



This week, let’s have everyone share one thing about your week. One high 
point or one low point. As each person shares let’s have the person to your left 
write down your answer. After all have shared, we’ll take some time to pray. 
Many times people are not comfortable praying out loud. We want to honor 
you by asking you to let us know your preference. If everyone is comfortable 
praying out loud, let’s go around and pray for what’s been shared.

It seems a little strange to talk about ending a group when we’ve only just 
begun. But anything worth having is worth planning for. The last three weeks 
we’ve talked about the topics of covenants, the five basics of small groups and 
the life stages of relationships; and each week we ended with adding to our 
own group covenant. This week we’ll focus on adding three more items to our 
covenant: Purpose, Duration and Making Room. First let’s review where we’re 
at with our covenant. 

CONFIDENTIALITY - We will keep all that is said in the group confidential.

ATTENDANCE - We agree to make this group a priority by making every effort 
to be here and on time. We will call if we are unable to attend.

HONESTY - We will be personally honest and open with each other to the 
degree we are able to.

PRAYER - We will pray consistently for group members and for people who 
need Christ. 

RISK - We will take risks to speak the truth in love to one another. 
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Week 4

GETTING TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER (20-30 mins)

ENDING WELL (90 mins)

BUILDING OUR COVENANT



ACCEPTANCE - We will accept and love one another where we are rather than 
pressuring one another to be different.

RESPECT - We will treat each other with the respect and dignity as an image 
bearer of God deserves.

CONFLICT - We will commit to talk directly to one another regarding our 
disappointments rather than withdrawing, shutting down, avoiding or 
holding grudges.

All of these items above are intended to help our group establish boundaries 
and guidelines in which we can begin to feel safe sharing with one another. 
These next three items should help our group form a shared purpose, reach 
agreement on duration and understand our options when the group ends. 

PURPOSE - As we think about our own vision, it is helpful to remember that our 
small group is a part of a bigger story. The way BHBC expresses this is “Always 
Making Disciples.” Let’s discuss the following questions to help form our own 
group purpose. (It is important at this point to hear from each person and to 
have the leaders record each response.)

 1. How can our small group be a part of God’s bigger story?
 2. Name specific things that we help us achieve our purpose (for 
     example: sharing our life stories, being sensitive to group member 
     needs, serving, etc.).

DURATION - For us to have a healthy group we really need to agree on 
duration. At this point in week 4, some may not be sure this group is right for 
them. Others may have a longer period of time in mind. It is important that 
everyone feels the freedom to honestly share their desires because we need to 
take ownership of what we agree to. Keep in mind that at the completion of 
this time frame, we can always revisit this commitment. You are better to err on 
the shorter time frame and recommit later.

• How long do we want to commit to each other?

MAKING ROOM - We commit, to the extent we are able, to make room for 
others to experience community. Some options may be to take the 
Foundations of Small Group Leadership class and start a group of splitting our 
group and forming two or more groups. 

As we launch our small group, let’s spend time in prayer thanking God for this 
opportunity and asking for His help.
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